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Abundant Central Extensions and Genus Fields 

Hiroshi Suzuki 

Let k be a finite algebraic number field and K be a Galois extension 
of k of finite degree. Let L be a central extension of K/k, i.e. Z(E)::>A, 
where G=G(K/k), A=G(L/K) and E= G(L/k) are Galois groups and 
Z(E) means the center of E. 

The genus field in L is the subfield which corresponds to A n E", E" 
being the commutator subgroup of E. Generally this group is a quotient 
group of the dual M(G)=li- 3(G, Z) of the Schur multiplier H 2(G, Q/Z) 
of G, and the condition An E°=M(G) is equivalentto the fact that Lis 
abundant for K/k (i.e. L. kab is the maximal central extension of K/k, where 
kab is the maximal abelian extension of k). We call the genus field trivial 
if the genus field coincides with K. In words of group theory, it means 
that Eis a central-commutator extension of M(G) by G. 

Miyake [2] treats a problem when K/k has an abundant central exten
sion with trivial genus field. And Miyake [3] gives sufficient conditions, 
which come from an·equivalent condition of this problem, that is 

{a e NK/kJk I an e kX}cNK/kJK n kX •NK/k{a e JK I a" e KXfoJx} 

for all any factors n of exp M(G), where Jx is the idele group c;f K, / 0 is 
the'augmentation ideal of Z[G] and exp M(G) is the,exponent of M(G). 

Miyake considered in [4] the problem in local fields in detail, and he 
gives examples of K/k which has no abundant central extension with trivial 
genus field for lack of focal one at a place where the decomposition group 
coincides with G=G(K/k). · · ·· 

Even though G is given, in general, the Galois groups of abundant 
central extensio.ns with the trivial genus fields are not determined uniquely. 
In this paper we shall consider conditions of the embedding-problem-type 
that gives the existence of a global abundant central extension with the 
trivial genus field whose Galois group is a given one, and give several 
examples of such a case. We give also an example of K/k which has no 
global abundant central extension with the trivial genus field but has local 
ones at all places of k. · 
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1. We denotes the absolute Galois group of a field M by @111• When 
a central extension of groups 1-A-E-G-1 with G=G(K/k) is given, 
we consider the following conditions(*) and (*)9• For a primeµ of k, we 
take a prime divisor ~ of µ in K. 
( *) There exists a G-epimorphism /: @x -A such that the following 

diagram is commutative: 

This condition is equivalent to the existence of a field L satisfying 
G(L/k)=E naturally. 

(*)9 There exists a G9-homomorphism.t;,: Gx9-A such that the following 
diagram is commutative: 

l~@Kp~@kp~Gp~l 

1 1 1 
l~A~E~G~l 

Here G9 is the decomposition group of G at µ. 

This condition does not depend on the choice of ~- If µ is unrami
fied, then (*)9 holds evidently. 

2. We put P(m, k)=\Jf nF/Fm\ (=1 or 2) for each natural num
ber m. If m \m', P(m, k)= 1 derives from P(m', k)= 1. 

Now the following proposition is probably known, but we prove it 
for the sake of convenience (Cf. Neukirch [5]). 

Proposition. When P(exp A, k)= 1, the condition(*) is equivalent to 
the condition that ( * )9 holds for all 1-1 which is ramified in K/k. 

Proof. We denote the condition(*) without the homomorphism f 
being onto by (*°). Consider the Hochschild-Serre exact sequence 

O~H 1(G, A)~H'(@k, A)~H'(@x, A) 0 ~H 2(G, A) 

~H 2(@k,A). 

Let ~ e H 2(G, A) be the cohomology class for the group extension 
1-A-E-G-1. Then.(*°) means that there exists f e H'(@x, A)111 such 
that~= -trgf, which is equivalent to inf 2 ~=0. · · · 
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Now assume that the homomorphism f of(*) exists. Put A=< at; 
i= 1, ·, ·, m) by taking generators at. Let L' be the field corresponding 
to Kerl, and take m primes p1, , , ·, p,,. of k which are decomposed com
pletely in L'/k and not dividing 2. (There exist infinitely many such 
primes.) For each i (i = 1, · · ·, m), let Xt be a global character Jk~< a.) 
which is induced from a family of homomorphisms kp1=K,u,~(a.), 
k,,-o (j=l=i) with ~i being a p~ime divisor of i,. in K (See Artin-Tate [I, 
Chap. 10]). Then we can consider Xie H'(@k, A). I:;. res' x1+f has the 
image~ by -trg also. And if we restrict it to @Kiii.=®kp,' all the term 
are trivial except Xi. Since X;(®kv)=(at), Im(I:; 1 res1 X1+/) :1 a1 (i=l, 
... , m) or Z:::t res1 x.+f is G-epimorphism. So(*) is satisfied. Now it is 
shown that ( *) is equivalent to inf2 ~ = 0. 

Consider the following diagram (1). 

H 2(G, A) 
inf2 

H 2(@k, A) 

(I) l (res!)p :J l (res!)p 

(f)H 2(Gp, A) 
EBinf! 

$H 2(@kp• A) 
p p 

p 

Here p runs all the primes of k. Denote by µm the group of m-th roots 
of I, for m e N. The diagram 

H 1(@k, µ,,,.)~ D H 1(@k,• µm) 

111 :J p 1jj 
kX/kX"' ~ n k:lk:m 

p 

implies that H'(@k, µm)- D p H 1(@k,, µ,J is monomorphic if P(m, k) = 1. 

So Tate's duality theorem proves that the right hand vertical map of 
(1) is a monomorphism if P(m, k)= I. Hence, when P(exp A, k)= 1, it 
follows that inf2 ~ = 0 {:=} res: inf2 ~ = O (Yp ). Similarly in the beginning of 
this proof, res!inf 2 ~=0 is equivalent to (*p)- Now the proposition is 
proved. 

Remark. In k(µ2oo), take a primitive 2r-th root 1;2, of 1 such that 
1;2,+1=/;:,, and put 1Jr=!;,+C;1. Lets be the maximal number such that 
r;, e k. Then P(m, k)=2 if and only if (m, k) satisfies next three conditions 
1, 2 and 3. 

1. -1, 2+r;., -(2+r;,) ~ k2• 

2. m=2tm' where m' is odd and t>s. 
3. -1 or 2+r;. or -(2+r;.) e k! for every p I 2. 

Since 7J:+1=2+7J., putting a0,m=(l+l;,)"'=(2+77.)"'/2=(-2-7],)"' 12, we 
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can write kX n J'f:=ao,mkXm u kXm and ao,m ~ kXm in this case. (See Artin
Tate [1, Chap. 10]) 

Take m0 e N the minimal number such that P(m 0, k)=2 and take 
UiJ E Jk such that u'/f•=ao,mo• -Then ao,m=U-g' for m:?:.mo. 

_ Without any assumption, ( *) is equivalent to the condition .that ( * )~ 
holds for all t, which is ramified in. K/k andinv (uf•) =0 for any chara~ter 
X:A-.Z/ordX-ZsuchthatP(ordX,k)=2. Here e is the cocycle ofthe 
extension 1-.A-.E-.G-.I and inv is the global invariant, which gives 
H 2(G, Cx)CQ/Z. 

3. Now we can consider a condition of the existenc~ of an abundant 
central extension with the trivial genus field by taking a central-commu
tator extension 1-.M(G)-.E-.G-.1 instead of 1-.A-.E-.G~l in(*) or 
(*)~-

For example, if K/kis unramified and P(exp M(G), k)= 1, there exists 
an abundant central extension of K/k with the trivial genus field with any 
central-commutator extension of M(G) by Gas its Galois group. Hence 
there exists an extension K/k which has at least two kinds of abundant 
central extension with the trivial genus field whose galois groups are not 
isomorphic. 

As an easier example, we consider the following case. 
Take a pair of odd prime numbers p and q such that q=l modp 2• 

Let k 1 and k2 be the subfields of Q((p.) and Q{,q) ·over Q of degree p respec
tively. Then q is unramified in k 1/Q. Put K~k 1 ,k 2 and k=Q. 

G=Z/pZXZ/pZhas two central-commutator extensions of exponent 
p and of p 2• ' · · -

At q, Q_q 3 (p• and K0 is a ramified e:i,ctension of kqy= Qq of degree p 
where G is a prime divisor of q in K where ( >!l)q holds When the t:xponent 
is eitherp or p2• · • 

At p, since the Galois gmi1p of the maximal p-extension of QP is free 
pro-p-grnup of rank 2, (* )p holds of course. As the other primes are un
ramified, K/k has two abundant central extensions with the trivial genus 
fields with distinct whole Galois groups (which are non-abelian groups of 
order p 3 with exponent p and p 2). 

The existence of an abundant central extension for a local extension 
Ki/kp is not equivalent to (*)P. In fact the following example shows that 
there is an extension K/k which has local abundant central extensions at 
every p, but has no global one. 

Example. Take. odd prime numbers p, Pt, p2 anq p 3 sucn that p,= 
1 modp, P,= 1 modp 2 (i=;=l, 2, ·3), 
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PiP1-1)/P= 1 mod Pt, 

Pip,-lllP:=f= 1 mod Pz, 

PiPs-l)IP:=f= 1 mod Pa, 

p~P1-1)/P=l mod Pt, 

p~P2-ll/P=l modpz, 

PiPs-ll/P-1 mod Pa· 

5 

Let ki, k2 and k3 be the subfield of degree p over Q of Q((p,), Q((p,) and 
Q((p.) respectively. Take further a subfield k4 of k1 · k2 of degree p to be 
neither k1 nor k2 • 

By the choice of p, Pi, p 2 and Pa, the decompositions of primes are as 
follows: 

primes. 
Pt P2 Pa the others 

fields 

k1 ramified decomposed dee. 
unram. 

k2 unramified ram. dee. 
or 

k. unram. dee. ram. 
dee. 

k4 ram. ram. dee. 

Put k=Q and K=ka·k 4. As in Miyake and Ormerod [4], any 
abundant central extension of K/k with the trivial genus field must be an 
abundant central extension of K'fl,/QP1 with the trivial genus field where \]31 

is a prime divisor of A· 
The Galois group of the maximal p-extension of QP1 is (s, t!s- 1ts 

= t P1) as pro-p-group and (t) is inertia group. So it is evident that the 
class of t in the Galois group of a local abundant central extension with 
the trivial genus field must be of order p 2• 

The subgroup of G(K/k) generated by the class of t is the inertia sub
group G(K/k 3) of K/k at A, and is also inertia group atp 2• So, when (*)'fl, 
holds, the condition ( * )P• implies the existence of a cyclic extension LP• of 
degree p2 over QP• containing K'fl,, here P2 and \]32 are prime divisors of p 2 

in Land K such that P2 I \]32• Since K'fl.f QP• is ramified, Lp,/Qp, must be a 
totally ramified cyclic extension of degree p2 • But it is impossible because 
p2 ~lmodp 2• 

Hence (*)P1 and (*)P• cannot stand together, K/k has no global abun
dant central extension. By the way, K<JJJQP1 has a local abundant central 
extension with group (s, t I sP= 1, t P'= 1, s- 1ts= t P1), and K/Q is locally 
cyclic at any other primes. 

As the prime numbers satisfying the above condition, there are for 
instance p=3, Pi=7, p2 = 13 and Pa=6007. 
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4. There exists the case that a central-commutator extension of ex
ponent p 2 is possible but those of exponent p are impossible as the Galois 
group of an abundant central extension with the trivial genus field, and 
also exists the case that exponent p is possible and p2 is impossible. 

Example. (The case that p 2 is possible but p is impossible.) In the 
last example, put K=k 1 -k2 and k=Q. Of course it is impossible to 
construct any abundant central extension with the trivial genus field with 
Galois group of exponent p. 

In the group <s, t / sP= I, tP'= I, s- 1ts=tP 1), s°'tb is of order p if a e 
(Z/pZ)X and b=Omodp. Therefore (*)p, and (*)P• stand together, and so 
K/k has an abundant central extension with the trivial genus field with 
Galois group of exponent p2• 

Example. (The case that p is possible but p2 is impossible.) Take 
odd prime numbers p, Pt,···, pP and Pv+t such that Pi=I modp, Pi'3;. 
lmodp 2 (i=l, ···,P+l) and pt 1- 1l1P==:lmodp 1 for any pair (i,j) of 
distinct natural numbers ::SP+ I. Let ki be the subfield of degree p of 
Q((i) and take a generator ai of 

p+l a<n kJQ)= EB a<n kin k1)-
i i=l j j¢i 

On the other hand, Z/pZX Z/pZ has p + I subgroups of order p 
generated by h1 = (], 0), h2 =(1, 1), ... , hp=(l,p-1) and hp+i=(O, 1). 
Now <p( a i) = hi (i = 1, · · · , p- l) determine an epimorphism 

(
p+l ) 

<p: G )I kif Q ~Z/pZXZ/pZ. 

Let k be the subfield corresponding to the kernel of <p. The inertia group 
of K/k, which is equal to the decomposition group, is the cyclic subgroup 
of Z/pZX Z/pZ, generated by hi. 

Since (*)P, shows that the inverse image of <hi) to the Galois group 
of an abundant central extension of K/Q with the trivial genus field cannot 
be cyclic of order p2, the Galois group must be of exponent p. And it is 
evident that there exists an abundant central extention with the trivial 
genus field with Galois group of exponent p, because K/Q is everywhere 
locally cyclic. 

As such primes, we can find 
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p=3, P1=7, p2=223, p3 =1777, p4=39199; 

p=3, Pt= 13, P2= 103, p3 =3613, P4=13417; 

P=3, Pt=31, P2 =349, P3 =2131, p4=7968; 
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